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Looking for something challenging but not impossible, something to bump up your kakuro
technique?  These medium-hard “green” puzzles are just right for honing intermediate skills. 

About the AuthorConceptis Ltd. is the leading number-logic and picture-logic puzzle supplier to
magazine, newspaper, book, mobile, game console, and board game providers all over the
world. Every day, over 10 million pages with Conceptis puzzles are printed in 40 countries
worldwide.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 4 - 5 are not included in this
sample.          Pages 16 - 193 are not included in this sample.
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Julie D. Williams, “These puzzles keep my old brail active. I love the extra bit of challenge these
puzzles give me. It's more creati e than just plugging in Sudoku numbers. I've go through several
levels now and this one is my favorite!!”

Regular Gal, “Not brain crushingly hard, not too easy. These puzzles are juuuuuust right!.
Challenging but not horrible puzzles.”

W. R. Johnson, “Great puzzles. Relatively easy puzzles that I can actually do!”

Emily Webb, “I absolutely love this series. I absolutely love this series. It is a good size -- easy
for travel or just use at home. I use mine as a travel journal of sorts. I take it on trips and as I do
each puzzle I record the date and what I did that day. Fun to look back at. I had done all the first
degree books and was excited to see the new second degree series out! The puzzles are a
good size and print is easy to read. After finishing 6 of these books I am yet to find an error. I
used to be a suduko player, but got bored. These books have kept my interest for quite awhile.
It takes me about a year to finish each book. I've done several different books over the years
and this series has been by far my favorite.”

John Moeller, “Fun and challenging. This is the 4th copy of Second-degree Green Belt I got. I've
done all the other Belt levels. Anything above Green Belt is too much, and it takes the fun out of
it. I'm able to solve about 70% of the puzzles in this book. So it's challenging, but not too
Challenging.”

Valerie M., “I like the green level best because it's not too easy .... I got started on these years
ago. I did green, brown, black, and now I'm half-way through the second-degree green. I like the
green level best because it's not too easy and not too hard. The black level (even though I'd
worked up to it) was always so slow going and required far too much thinking.Interestingly, I can
do these puzzles without glasses (even though I need glasses to read). I guess we process
numbers and puzzles differently and so I can just lie in bed, sans glasses, and do puzzles until
I'm ready to sleep.”

Sandy, “Good series. I like this level because I want some challenge but also do these for
relaxation. This level lets me complete the puzzles but still have to think for a lot of them.”

Mr. Stephen F. Male, “Great Puzzles. These are more demanding than the normal Sudoku and
all the better for it. I found I started off making mistakes but gradually improved so when I finish I
will be up for a book on the next level of puzzle. Blue belt presumably.”



P. J. Cross, “Good level of difficulty and very addictive. I bought this for my wife as a present.
She was immediately addicted and didn't stop until she finished it (this took a month as there are
150 puzzles).She is not new to Kakuro and found the puzzles challenging. They get
progressively harder the further you advance in the book.Now on to the next level ( I'm going to
be a Kakuro widow for even longer)”

susan m curtis, “Good books with helpful clues. Good books a bit difficult so tests the brain”

The book by Conceptis Puzzles has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 179 people have provided feedback.
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